CHAPTER 585. [Reserved]

Authority

The temporary provisions of this Chapter 585 issued under 4 Pa.C.S. §§ 13A02(1) and (2) and 13A03(b); reserved under 4 Pa.C.S. §§ 1202(b)(30), 13A02(1), (2), (4) and (7) and 13A23(a), unless otherwise noted.

Source

The temporary provisions of this Chapter 585 adopted June 28, 2013, effective June 29, 2013, expire in 2 years, 43 Pa.B. 3495; reserved August 26, 2016, effective August 27, 2016, 46 Pa.B. 5540, unless otherwise noted. Immediately preceding text appears at serial pages (370401) to (370402), (367289) to (367290) and (368207) to (368208).

§§ 585.1—585.5. [Reserved].